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Primary Source Readings In World Religions
The Early Modern World: A Primary Source Reader is a collection of essential
readings necessary to understand the world in which we live. Edited by Jeremy
Bassetti, Professor of Humanities, this reader contains a selection of readings,
black and white images, and reading questions to help the reader engage with
the material.
Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources, grade three, offers many
opportunities for inquiry-based learning. This high-interest book is the perfect tool
to increase reading comprehension. The primary sources, obtained from the
Library of Congress, are photos of actual people, events, and symbols of another
era. Accompanying text lends context to the photos and is offered at three
readability levels to allow for differentiation. A final page in each section presents
questions and prompts to encourage students to ask questions, look for answers,
and make connections between the past and the present. Students will enjoy the
primary source subjects, which range from Civil War ruins to migrant workers to
Frederick Douglass. --The Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources series
for grades 1 to 6 will engage students in a world of inquiry and discovery. Inquirybased learning is active learning that elicits a higher level of reading
comprehension. The pages of these books contain exciting and fascinating realworld photographs, advertising, recipe cards, theater programs, posters, letters,
and maps, as well as other interesting items that document history. Each book
highlights 15 primary sources across four pages each. The first three pages of
each set present the same primary source with text that is differentiated for three
reading levels. The last page of each set offers questions and prompts to
encourage higher-level thinking and inquiry.
Uses primary and secondary source materials to explore world history from the
Stone Age to present times.
Primary Source Readings in Christian Moralitypresents the living words of the
Catholic Church and the wisdom of everyday people addressing the moral issues
that impact our lives. This book of primary source readings will help students
realize the connection between behavior and character. Additionally, students will
uncover that the road to authentic happiness and joy involves working on their
relationship with God. Within this book you will find writings from Pope Benedict
XVI The Second Vatican Council Richard Gula, SS Pope Paul VI Ronald
Rohlheiser Erich Maria Remarque Pope John Paul II The United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops
Readings for World Civilization
The Era Of Expanding Global Connections - 1000-1500 C.e.:grades 7-9
Readings in World History Since 1550
A World History. Primary source reading
Primary Source Readings in Christian Morality
(First Edition)
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Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources, grade five, offers many
opportunities for inquiry-based learning. This high-interest book is the perfect tool
to increase reading comprehension. The primary sources, obtained from the
Library of Congress, are photos of actual people, events, and symbols of another
era. Accompanying text lends context to the photos and is offered at three
readability levels to allow for differentiation. A final page in each section presents
questions and prompts to encourage students to ask questions, look for answers,
and make connections between the past and the present. Students will enjoy the
primary source subjects, which range from slavery to building an igloo to homes
on the range. --The Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources series for
grades 1 to 6 will engage students in a world of inquiry and discovery. Inquirybased learning is active learning that elicits a higher level of reading
comprehension. The pages of these books contain exciting and fascinating realworld photographs, advertising, recipe cards, theater programs, posters, letters,
and maps, as well as other interesting items that document history. Each book
highlights 15 primary sources across four pages each. The first three pages of
each set present the same primary source with text that is differentiated for three
reading levels. The last page of each set offers questions and prompts to
encourage higher-level thinking and inquiry.
Primary Source Readings in Catholic Church History is designed to accompany
Catholic Church history textbooks, but may be used with any course. It is a
collection of significant primary sources through the Church's history. Thirty
chapters include select documents along with commentary on who wrote them
and why, how each document is significant to its time, and why it has endured as
an important writing in Church history. The following are some of the historical
writers included in this book: Saint Perpetua Saint Augustine Pope Saint Gregory
Saint Catherine of Siena Martin Luther Saint Theresa of Avila Saint Francis
Junipero Serra Dorothy Day Second Vatican Council
Primary Source Readings in World Religions provides your students with the
opportunity to read foundational texts from the major world religions. Through
understanding other religions we can create an atmosphere of genuine respect
and honest discussion. In doing this we can respond to the invitation Pope
Benedict XVI extended to all of us when he said, "I encourage all religious groups
in America to persevere in their collaboration and thus enrich public life with the
spiritual values that motivate your action in the world" (from Benedict XVI;
Meeting with Representatives of Other Religions.) In Primary Source Readings in
World Religions you will find portions of the foundational texts and teachings of a
wide variety of world religions, including Islam, Shinto, Confucianism, Sikhism,
Judaism, Hinduism, Taoism, Christianity, and Buddhism.>
Primary Sources Help Illustrate the Cultures and Achievements of Twelve World
Cultures Like a passport to a foreign land, the Primary Sources of World Cultures
series allows students to examine all aspects of a culture and its achievements
from both a historical and modern-day perspective. Vividly illustrated with an
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abundance of primary source official documents, newspaper articles, period
photographs, artifacts, engravings, paintings, maps, and political cartoons, each
culture comes alive for readers. Comprehensive text illustrates pivotal moments
in history; fascinating portraits of social life and customs including festivals,
ceremonies, and food, and provides an examination of the religions, arts, myths,
and legends of each culture. Other chapters explain a history of languages and
offer a basic geographical overview. Supplementary resources include a timeline,
lists of organizations, books for further reading, a primary source list, and a
glossary as well as a separate section devoted to facts, maps, and other graphic
information at a glance.
Primary Sources of World Cultu
Primary Source Readings in Catholic Church History
World History
Leader's Guide for Primary Source Readings in World Religions
The Global Experience
A Global Perspective: 1600 to the present
Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources, grade four, offers many opportunities
for inquiry-based learning. This high-interest book is the perfect tool to increase
reading comprehension. The primary sources, obtained from the Library of Congress,
are photos of actual people, events, and symbols of another era. Accompanying text
lends context to the photos and is offered at three readability levels to allow for
differentiation. A final page in each section presents questions and prompts to
encourage students to ask questions, look for answers, and make connections between
the past and the present. Students will enjoy the primary source subjects, which range
from the Gettysburg Address to a school for American Indians to a western frontier
town. --The Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources series for grades 1 to 6 will
engage students in a world of inquiry and discovery. Inquiry-based learning is active
learning that elicits a higher level of reading comprehension. The pages of these books
contain exciting and fascinating real-world photographs, advertising, recipe cards,
theater programs, posters, letters, and maps, as well as other interesting items that
document history. Each book highlights 15 primary sources across four pages each.
The first three pages of each set present the same primary source with text that is
differentiated for three reading levels. The last page of each set offers questions and
prompts to encourage higher-level thinking and inquiry.
God calls each one of us to work for justice in the world. It is a daunting task that we
do not face alone. Primary Source Readings in Catholic Social Justice presents the
living words of the Catholic Church. Each chapter contains an excerpt from relevant
Church documents, the writings of a person striving to live the Catholic social justice
mission and a sidebar highlighting the actions of a person or organization working to
make the world a better place. This is the perfect resource to supplement any social
justice class!
Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources, grade six, offers many opportunities
for inquiry-based learning. This high-interest book is the perfect tool to increase
reading comprehension. The primary sources, obtained from the Library of Congress,
are photos of actual people, events, and symbols of another era. Accompanying text
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lends context to the photos and is offered at three readability levels to allow for
differentiation. A final page in each section presents questions and prompts to
encourage students to ask questions, look for answers, and make connections between
the past and the present. Students will enjoy the primary source subjects, which range
from assembly lines to immigration to Buffalo Bill and Sitting Bull. --The EvidenceBased Inquiry Using Primary Sources series for grades 1 to 6 will engage students in a
world of inquiry and discovery. Inquiry-based learning is active learning that elicits a
higher level of reading comprehension. The pages of these books contain exciting and
fascinating real-world photographs, advertising, recipe cards, theater programs,
posters, letters, and maps, as well as other interesting items that document history.
Each book highlights 15 primary sources across four pages each. The first three pages
of each set present the same primary source with text that is differentiated for three
reading levels. The last page of each set offers questions and prompts to encourage
higher-level thinking and inquiry.
This integrated, global collection of primary source documents illustrates the variety
of experiences on the part of men and women who have made history; and is designed,
through careful editing and with introductions and questions, to make main points
clear to students. Organized chronologically and focusing on global themes, it includes
excerpts from both classic texts and less familiar but equally illustrative material.
Sources of World History
A Primary Source Reader
The Early Modern World
Twentieth Century Voices: Selected Readings in World History (Revised Edition)
Primary source readings
Primary Source Readings in Catholic Social Justice
Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources, grade one, offers many opportunities for
inquiry-based learning. This high-interest book is the perfect tool to increase reading
comprehension. The primary sources, obtained from the Library of Congress, are photos of
actual people, events, and symbols of another era. Accompanying text lends context to the
photos and is offered at three readability levels to allow for differentiation. A final page in
each section presents questions and prompts to encourage students to ask questions, look
for answers, and make connections between the past and the present. Students will enjoy
the primary source subjects, which range from old-time fire engines to building an igloo to
Helen Keller. --The Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources series for grades 1 to 6
will engage students in a world of inquiry and discovery. Inquiry-based learning is active
learning that elicits a higher level of reading comprehension. The pages of these books
contain exciting and fascinating real-world photographs, advertising, recipe cards, theater
programs, posters, letters, and maps, as well as other interesting items that document
history. Each book highlights 15 primary sources across four pages each. The first three
pages of each set present the same primary source with text that is differentiated for three
reading levels. The last page of each set offers questions and prompts to encourage higherlevel thinking and inquiry.
Primary Source Readings in World ReligionsSaint Mary's Press
While world history materials date back to prehistoric times, the field itself is relatively
young. Indeed, when the first edition of Peter Stearns’s best-selling World History in
Documents was published in 1998, world history was poised for explosive growth, with the
College Board approving the AP world history curriculum in 2000, and the exam shortly
thereafter. At the university level, survey world history courses are increasingly required
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for history majors, and graduate programs in world history are multiplying in the U.S. and
overseas. World events have changed as rapidly as the field of world history itself, making
the long-awaited second edition of World History in Documents especially timely. In
addition to including a new preface, focusing on current trends in the field, Stearns has
updated forty percent of the textbook, paying particular attention to global processes
throughout history. The book also covers key events that have altered world history since
the publication of the first edition, including terrorism, global consumerism, and
environmental issues.
Now in its second edition, Reading Primary Sources explores the varied traditions in
source criticism and, through specific examples, illustrates how primary sources can be
read and used in historical research. Part I of this two-part volume begins by establishing
the reader’s understanding of source criticism with an overview of both traditional and
new methodological approaches to the use of primary documents. Taking into account the
huge expansion in the range of primary sources used by historians, Part II includes
chapters on surveillance reports, testimony and court files, in addition to more traditional
genres such as letters, memoranda, diaries, novels, newspapers, political speeches and
autobiography. For the new edition, each chapter now includes a checklist that suggests an
easy-to-follow sequence of steps for interpreting a specific source genre, enabling students
to understand how the sources should be read, what they have to offer, and the pitfalls of
their interpretation. In addition to new discussions about the availability of digitised source
materials, a new chapter on social surveys unlocks the potential of these widely used
primary sources. Taking examples of sources from many European countries and the
United States, and providing up-to-date information on the most widely used textual
sources, this book is the perfect companion for every student of history who wants to
engage with primary sources.
Using Primary Sources, Grade 2
Primary Source Readings
World History in Documents
Leader's Guide for Primary Source Readings in Christian Morality
Resources in Education
Reading the American West

A two-volume primary source collection, expertly edited by the authors of American
Horizons, provides a diverse set of documents that situate U.S. History within a global
context. Covering political, social, and cultural history, the nearly 200 selections--including
many visual documents--will spark discussion in the classroom and give students a deeper
understanding of America's history. Reading American Horizons includes solid pedagogy
to make the documents more accessible to students.
Studying world religions is an intellectual challenge coupled with an emotional endeavor to
grow in sensitivity to the mystery of human nature. Teaching world religions requires an
openness to new languages, cultures and beliefs. By exploring the history of dialogue,
students can begin to appreciate the unique contributions of each tradition without
forgoing their own. Primary Source Readings in World Religionsintroduces your students
to foundational texts of many of the world's main religions. This leader's guide brings you
the expertise of a veteran world religions teacher who not only provides helpful insight
into the readings but also lends the wisdom gained from years of guiding young people in
deepening their understanding of different faith traditions. The leader's guideprovides
you with continuity and variety. Each chapter includes these elements: summaries of the
primary source readings from the student book an activity to help you guide students
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through each of the readings additional activities to further explore the issues suggestions
for prayer related to the chapter topic action ideas related to the chapter topic
Presents a guide to the major religions of the world.
Comprehensive, up-to-date collection of primary source documents (creation accounts,
epic literature, etc.) gives insight into the Ancient Near East and the Old Testament.
Readings from the First-century World
Traditions & Encounters Vol B with Primary Source Investigator and Powerweb
A Study Companion to Introduction to World Religions
Using Primary Sources, Grade 4
A Comparative Reader
Primary Sources for U.S. History in a Global Context

Offers activities to students that describe the major themes in world
history during the twentieth century, including the struggles of nationbuilding among the countries that won independence and the growth
of global communication.
Edited by Mark Kishlansky, this reader is designed to supplement
world civilization textbooks and lectures with a rich array of primary
source materials. These materials include constitutional documents,
political theory, philosophy, imaginative literature, and social
description. Opting for longer selections that allow students to gain a
deeper sense of authors and their texts, the editor has chosen each
selection because of its ability to raise a significant issue around
which classroom discussions or lectures can evolve. This reader
contains works that are representative of major civilization complexes
(Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Islamic world, and Western
civilization). It is an ideal complement to Adler, WORLD
CIVILIZATIONS, Third Edition; Upshur et al., WORLD HISTORY,
Fourth Edition; Duiker/Spielvogel, THE ESSENTIAL WORLD
HISTORY; and Duiker/Spielvogel, WORLD HISTORY, Third Edition.
This leader's guide brings you the expertise of two veteran social
justice teachers, who not only provide helpful insight into the readings
themselves but also lend wisdom gained from years of working with
teenagers in the area of social justice. Each chapter in the leader's
guide identifies the main points in the reading excerpt fromPrimary
Source Readings in Catholic Social Justiceand provides suggestions
for ways that students can read the excerpt on their own or in groups
as well as activities that take the concepts in the reading a step
further or invite the students to apply the principles to the world
around them. In addition, each chapter provides action and prayer
ideas related to the chapter's topic.
Over a million students at thousands of schools have learned about
world history with the best selling book for the course,Traditions and
Encounters. The text is unique in approach: it covers the world as a
whole, examining the formations and development of the world’s
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major societies (traditions), and exploring cross-cultural interactions
and exchanges that have been some of the most effective agents of
change in history (encounters). In addition, the authors tell a coherent
story of the past that is not weighed down by too much detail,
enabling instructors to incorporate additional readings. The third
edition is accompanied by the Primary Source Investigator CD,
offering an easy and affordable way for instructors to get students
working with primary sources.
Primary Sources of the Christian Faith
Introduction to American Government: Readings
CourseReader: World History Printed Access Code
Primary Sources in American History
Focus On World History
This two-volume reader contains a treasury of readings
selected from the civilizations of the world. The 30 primary
source selections in each volume (15 from the East, 15 from
the West) include such discourse types as fiction, drama,
poetry, philosophical, religions, political, speeches, and social
commentary. Each volume is arranged chronologically into
three parts: each part containing ten sections (five Eastern,
five Western). Five themes (love, death, the good life, war and
peace, and virtue and the individual) are represented in each
part, offering instructors the option of assigning readings by
theme rather than chronology.
Primary Source Readings in Christian Morality presents the
living words of the Catholic Church and the wisdom of
everyday people addressing the moral issues that impact our
lives. One goal of Primary Source Readings in Christian
Morality is to help students realize the connection between
behavior and character. Additionally, the hope is that students
will uncover that the road to authentic happiness and joy
involves working on their relationship with God. Within this
book you will find writings from: Pope Benedict XVI, The
Second Vatican Council, Richard Gula, SS, Pope Paul VI, Ronald
Rohlheiser, Erich Maria Remarque, Pope John Paul II, The
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops.
Voice and Vision: Primary Source Readings on American
Government and Democracy features timeless primary sources
that define the American vision of liberty, justice, and equality
and document challenges to this vision. The readings address
topics such as American liberal ideology, slavery, the militaryindustrial complex, and the results of seminal Supreme Court
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cases like the Dred Scott decision and Brown v. Board of
Education. Organized into seven sections, the anthology
presents the work of American leaders, nation-builders,
defenders of democracy, and voices of righteous indignation
including Abraham Lincoln, Carrie Chapman Catt, Susan B.
Anthony, Franklin Roosevelt, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Barack
Obama. Inaugural addresses shed light on the hearts and
minds of American presidents. Legal and legislative writings
define policy makers' dedication to constituencies. The
impassioned works of American visionaries makes their voices
sing out to a new generation. Featuring introductory essays
that highlight the primary source authors, Voice and Vision
brings together diverse works that are essential to
understanding American democracy. The anthology is ideal
reading for courses in history, sociology, and political science.
Tseggai Isaac holds a Ph.D. in political science from the
University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri. An associate
professor in the Department of History and Political Science at
the University of Missouri, Rolla, Dr. Isaac teaches courses in
American government, public policy, international relations,
and comparative politics. His research interests include thirdworld perspectives on public policy and administration, and
political and confessional terrorism. He has contributed to
journals such as the Journal of the Institute of Justice and
International Studies and Third World Quarterly. Dr. Isaac is
the author of Third World Politics: A Journey from Hope to
Despair from Africa World Press.
COURSEREADER: WORLD HISTORY is Cengage Learning's easy,
affordable way to build your own online customizable reader.
Through a partnership with Gale, COURSEREADER: WORLD
HISTORY searches thousands of primary and secondary
sources, readings, and audio and video clips from multiple
disciplines. Select exactly and only the material you want your
students to work with. Each selection can be listened to (using
the ?Listen? button), to accommodate varied learning styles.
Additionally, an instructor can choose to add her own notes to
readings, to direct students? attention or ask them questions
about a particular passage. Each primary source is
accompanied by an introduction, and questions to help
students understand the reading. COURSEREADER: WORLD
HISTORY is the perfect complement to any class.
Original and Secondary Source Readings
Primary Sources for New Testament Study
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Using Primary Sources, Grade 5
A history of the world
The Twentieth Century
Leader's Guide for Primary Source Readings in Catholic Social
Justice
This broad-ranging collection of the primary sources that have shaped
the theology of Christianity, spans Old Testament to modern writings.
This historical theology textbook includes informative introductions
and guiding questions from the author.
Offers activities to students that describe the major themes in world
history between 1000 and 1500 C.E., including the increased trade and
travel between the countries of Asia, Europe, and Africa.
The Study Companion is a valuable additional resource for
introductory courses in world religions that use Christopher
Partridge's Introduction to World Religions, Second Edition.
Thoroughly checked and updated to work flawlessly with the revised
second edition of this important text, the Study Companion provides
biographical information, primary source readings, bibliographies, and
many other pedagogical tools to enhance the student's experience.
Primary Source Readings in Catholic Church Historyis designed to
accompany Catholic Church history textbooks, but may be used with
any course. It is a collection of significant primary sources through
the Church's history. Thirty chapters include select documents along
with commentary on who wrote them and why, how each document is
significant to its time, and why it has endured as an important writing
in Church history. The following are some of the historical writers
included in this book: Saint Perpetua Saint Augustine Pope Saint
Gregory Saint Catherine of Siena Martin Luther Saint Theresa of Avila
Saint Francis Junipero Serra Dorothy Day Second Vatican Council The
teaching manual forPrimary Source Readings in Catholic Church
Historyoffers teachers guidance on why and how to use primary
sources. It also includes: review questions in-depth questions with
instructions for teachers take-home activities and homework
extenders well-developed classroom activities
Readings from the Ancient Near East
The Interpretation of Texts from Nineteenth and Twentieth Century
History
Reading Primary Sources
Using Primary Sources, Grade 1
Human Heritage
Using Primary Sources, Grade 3
From Gandhi to Osama bin Laden, from Mao to Churchill, and from Kipling to Salman
Rushdie, Twentieth Century Voices: Selected Readings in World History offers a wide
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variety of primary sources for students of the Twentieth Century world. While all students
will benefit from these readings, Michael G. Vann used his expertise in teacher training
to specifically compile this collection to prepare students who intend to teach in
California high school classrooms. Thus, the sources are organized with an eye to the
California State Standards for 10th grade World History. Furthermore, Vann, an active
member of the World History Association and an officer in the California World History
Association (a WHA regional affiliate), has framed these primary sources with current
trends in the historiography of World History. Specifically, the collection rejects
discounted Eurocentric narratives and gives voice to traditionally marginalized historical
actors in the history of imperialism, communism, and the Cold War. Along with many
classic documents from key historical moments, readers will find several sources that
challenge conventional wisdom about this tumultuous century. Michael G. Vann is an
Associate Professor of World History at Sacramento State University, vice president of
the California World History Association, and a past president of the French Colonial
Historical Society. In addition to teaching World History for undergraduate and
graduate students, he offers courses on imperialism, Southeast Asia, and genocide. Vann
is active in teacher training for California high school teachers. His publications include
The Colonial Good Life: A Commentary on Andre Joyeux s Vision of French Indochina, a
special issue of the World History Association Bulletin on France in World History, and
over a dozen academic journal articles on French colonialism.
Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary Sources, grade two, offers many opportunities for
inquiry-based learning. This high-interest book is the perfect tool to increase reading
comprehension. The primary sources, obtained from the Library of Congress, are photos
of actual people, events, and symbols of another era. Accompanying text lends context to
the photos and is offered at three readability levels to allow for differentiation. A final
page in each section presents questions and prompts to encourage students to ask
questions, look for answers, and make connections between the past and the present.
Students will enjoy the primary source subjects, which range from traffic police to
working children to Harriet Tubman. --The Evidence-Based Inquiry Using Primary
Sources series for grades 1 to 6 will engage students in a world of inquiry and discovery.
Inquiry-based learning is active learning that elicits a higher level of reading
comprehension. The pages of these books contain exciting and fascinating real-world
photographs, advertising, recipe cards, theater programs, posters, letters, and maps, as
well as other interesting items that document history. Each book highlights 15 primary
sources across four pages each. The first three pages of each set present the same
primary source with text that is differentiated for three reading levels. The last page of
each set offers questions and prompts to encourage higher-level thinking and inquiry.
This anthology is from our Primary Sources in American History series, designed to
make primary sources widely available in an inexpensive format that encourages
analytical thinking. The letters, diary excerpts, speeches, interviews and newspaper
articles in Reading the American West let students experience what historians really do
and how history is written. Every document is accompanied by a contextual headnote and
study questions, and each chapter includes extensive introductions.
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World Religions: Primary sources
Leader's Guide for Primary Source Readings in Catholic Church History
Primary Source Readings in World Religions
Primary Sources for Old Testament Study
Readings in Historical Theology
Reading American Horizons
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